Let n x n Hermitian matrix
INTRODUCTION

Let
A be an n X n Hermitian matrix.
Suppose that the columns of an n X k matrix Q form an orthonormal basis for an approximate invariant subspace of A, so Q* Q = I,, the k X k identity matrix. Here "* " takes the conjugate transpose. Then the Rayleigh Quotient Illdiag( /mu, -Ai,> ~2 -Ais, * *. , pk -Ai,) III Q Ill QRH + RQH Ill G 2 Ill R Ill * But the exigencies of approximate computation could produce columns in Q that were at best nearly orthonormal, and H at best nearly a Rayleigh quotient, the assumptions Q*Q = I and H = Q*AQ be satisfied. In this article we give the same bound even without the two assumptions. and umi,(Q) = a, < gk_l < em* < crl.
MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 2. Let n X n Hermitian
First, we prove (1) for the case k = n. We have 2 111 AC -CH 111 = 111 AZ -ZH Ill + Ill 2.A -HZ Ill
III(A-H)C+2(A-H)III = IIIZ(A-H) -(A-H)(-C)ilI,
and by Lemma 2, we have The author thanks his advisor, Prof Jiang Erxiong, for careful reading of this article and helpful comments.
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